Lesson 1: Make-Up and Face Shapes

Make up plays a key role in the lives of many . . . not just today’s females. Models and actors all have make-up artists who enhance and/or change the way the models or actors look. Check this out . . . Video Clip 1 and Video Clip 2.

Activity 1 - Determining Your Face Shape:

In this lesson you will view a PowerPoint that will introduce you to the six basic face shapes along with hairstyles and makeup that accentuate each face shape. Using the knowledge you have gained [Facial Shapes] you will then identify your own face shape. Click here for activity directions.

Assignment: Facial Shapes PowerPoint

Activity 2 - Make-Up Basics:

In the second part of this lesson you will identify facial flaws and makeup corrections for identified flaws. First read The Basics of Applying Makeup and complete the worksheet located in the Cosmetology folder.

Assignment: Basics of Makeup Application

Activity 3 - Personal Make-Up Plan:

Your final activity for this lesson will be to complete The Personal Makeup Plan worksheet. You can use your own face, or pick a sample model from The Models Page for use on the worksheet.